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ABSTRACT 
A small-scale ground-effect test rig was designed and 
fabricated to study the ground-plane flow field generated by 
a STOVL aircraft in hover. The objective of the research was 
to support NASA Ames Research Center's planning for the 
upcoming large-scale powered model hover tests for the ARPA 
sponsored ASTOVL program. Specifically, small-scale oil-flow 
visualization studies were conducted to make a relative 
assessment of the aerodynamic interference of two proposed 
support-strut configurations on the ground-plane stagnation 
line. A simplified flat-plate model representative of a 
generic jet-powered STOVL aircraft with both the lift fan and 
the main engine simulated by air jets, with nozzle pressure 
ratios closely matching those of the large scale tests, was 
utilized. The flow visualization data clearly identified an 
aft shift in the stagnation line location for both strut 
configurations. Although the data indicated a slight 
reduction in the aft shift for the wider strut configuration, 
conSidering the experimental uncertainties involved it was 
concluded that either of the strut configurations caused only 
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Th0 Advanced Research Pro; ects l\.gC:1CY (ARPA) has il' .. lCl.rrien 
coct:racts for r::1e critica~ techcology validation ['hasF' for the 
Arivanced short -Telke-Off and Vertic('l~ La:lding (l\.STOVL) 
dirClaft. Tbe le?laeemenL at the aqing fleet: of AV-8B 
Harri0r~ ir; OLe at the prirre obj<?ctivE's. In aeiditio~l to the 
I".'ell defined Marine leglllreme:1L ASTOVL airc:r __ (l.ft mily 
in [act bfC ilblr :::0 m('ltcl~ the performance c[la:::-act("'yi,stif's and 
replace C0LVe;-ltl0;-l(l1 c,l.YrlE'r ",,-scd ('llrC'r(l.ft of the U,S. Navy. 
It is also hoped thilt t:'lE ASTOVI" wlth minima~ changes, ',!il~ be 
a SUl :..ablF' revlace;nent [or the USl",F convelltiond~ tar:e-of.t "'!lei 
landlng ?-16 F('l~COIl [ReI. 1J 
Nlnle :::he :l:;'Limat(= rol~ of the ASTOVL is still mClIly years 
and budgF't nat:tles away the actc!al developmenL of r:\eslgn 
P::::OPOSCll.S j ~ b['in]" cocducted by Locl-;:1eed Advacced ])evelopmell:-
Company (LAlX) , ~1cl)c11ln"1 ~ 
\~ere ::'nitiill::'y dl'larded III ~'arc:'l of J9')3 t,-, LAD\' and!-U LOT the' 
techn;,::'o"y vdliddLiotl phase cO:l"istln]" of cl s,=,ries of rig, 
m0del d;ld sl[r1l1(l.toy tests. Sir:ce tl'ldt Lime Boeing hd~ 
G'_!}lmj'_ted lCS own ;:>rcposal whichwll::' included in :he desigll 
conlpetil ion. Large scale powered ri'Js ,-tll11 teGt tho proposerl 
powered ~ift c;yst ems. La:r __ qe 

winrl tucnel. testing trlF' 
models ~n tllL' hc'ver morie cmd the tlans~t~cn to speer.::: 
forwarrl flight. The ctirframes will also be tested ~[j the 
l\erorlynamic E,~seilrch Facility (OhRF) by S',]ppoLting 
th", !fodel G 01, and running the ··'his \'li:Ll allo'"" 
':::or a care luI of l,he co~plex ai:::Ilows arO',llld tbe 
,l irera[t i:lcluding propulsive ~i[t. parameters, jet: induceu 
grounrl effect a:ld Lot g"s ~l1gesLion characteristics, Plight 
s~mc.~ation \,,~ll Lake pl ace ir. the 0;ASA Ames motion 
simulator. Based 011 the cOlllpet ing performance evaluations ARPA 
, .... ill select" for prototypo product.io:l in 1996 with 
plojected ficst :"l!ght eayly as 1998. 
The desigl: propos"l s for I~D anrl 'lircraft have 
1l1Cl.ny similarities. Both QL'signs will irJCorpol'aLe a 
Il'Dur,te,j li[t [a:l plac'?d o~ the cockpit. Lo .'3L:.pport t:'v" nose 
Dr the aircraft during fJ 19h:- Tl:is fan wi:l be pO\~ered 
Dya single a['.ey bur:1~ng ::'~!rbo;:'lon enqine prori-.lcing 1G,iJiJiJ Ibs 
of thr:lst. The ;na:jor dl:ferer:;cF" ill the two desi.gn pro[Josctls 
is '.he meL hod or powering tlK' Ior",'ard lift faIl. The -'-'Me 
pYOpODa.::' '.'ill::' utilize a Pra:.t & l'I'hi:...ney COtlS0rt-;1Hf, sha.ft· 
ch __ i ven l'It ian concept:. The iorwClrd :.itt: fan '",i.::'l be 
mechCinicdlly link0d t'.hrollg:l a dliv0 shaft ar.d to the 
cnginR. :-11:rin'1 ·'.lTO~, fl'_9t:t a thnHJt-vec::or~lg nozzle will 

d~ve.r:t exhaust flow dOl'illWdlll l') support the tail. 
MD rtes:qn 11<:\S <:\ g<:\s-drivrn 11 tI. tan (GDLF) wh~c:b I'illl 
u t ~l.i.ze a Genpral E] eetrl e fJropu 1s ion systcm. systcm 
will dlvc:r"t ::Iir from s.i.nJle tu.r:bofan engine d: . rpctly to tr.e 
:Oorwald ll[t fan with no r-1(";ch,:mic<11 connection Det',,;ccn 
t1lP componeLt.s. l;'~::rures 1 and 2 fJh,w th.-o respectivc LhDC alll~ MD 
::':1 older to conduct the .'.argr OARF "tests the ortimun 
placenent_ o[ t11e S:JPpcrl ~ ng stn.:.ts is of .i llportanc:p. 
Smal1-scale tlow vls,nliziltion tf'Elts of the jet lnduced 
gro'-lllli effccts ilnd t:1P pffect of suppo.rt stn~t-,l on to~mtai:l 
formCltlon by the imp~agenent and fJu.-)sequent ~ntPcraction 
qua:itative L.:·K~erstanding of lhe [low patterns -.wil.lced by Ule 
strut lnt.er[ererK·c' [low visu<:\1=-zat~Ol' cati'( can be used 
relp ~den::i[y ~he optln11lm local ion for the support 
minln117f' t_hPc inter[e.rellce w~::h the [low fie d. 
JET-INDUCED GROUND EFFECTS 
The ~!y,)und effect aSSOClClton wit_h a conventional aircraft 
lS a vlc11 l:nopro;tood phe:v_,me:IOIl; p.specially ::0 pi=-otG ',,;ho rcly 
the'" :if:: ::0 cuo;hion their touchc1owno du::::-ing 
fliued Jand~nss. ,,,iLl! STOVL "'~rcrafL thc OVC'T<ll':' :el-inducea 




as cl POE'litlvco ~if::: depending on :::r.e heigr.t abuvco tl,co ground. 
The flow :leld e::'eMer.ts of a d11'i1 I itt Jot illrCl"clft 1:1 gr01.00 
ef'::cC"t drco ",hown in 
----... ~=o=c_cc ...... 
Figure 3. FL)w FiFlll STOV:" Aircraft ;.{overlOC., 
ill 3rou:1d Effect 
Rurpllrt :::orcco iUl lLco aircratt is prQdl~C"er1 hy the two 
Jets pOlllted downwa::d. As the jets implngco :)ll t:le g::cund d 
wal -jFt pffecl lS prc!I..illced paTelllel to thp ground plelne 
radlatlng outward. Tlw pril'la::::-y Jets and :::hc weill-jet enlrau. 
a:1d the !let ll:t. With two more lifl Jet", pre"ent a 
fount(lln 1..pwnsh flow is forMed netwePIl thee :i.rrpinging Jels. 
This fOl.n:::aln f::'ow wlll Cl(""t U:1dcrClidc cf the aircrait 
locrpCl.sing the pressure and the net lift. The overeill !let 
l::.ft. co.n vary greally depend:..ng un alrcrafl conf1gurat1on w1tl~ 
the suckdown, negat1ve li:l, dom1llat.ing at lower he1ghts abov!' 
th'" ground plane' [Ref. 31 
The understanding of t_he flew [leld d:1Q '.:.he founla:'..n 
tor:ratioo 1S a key factor wher. tryinq to a(""f:ount :or all 
forces and momonts 1mposed on the o.irC"r(l.ft 1n gruund effecl. 
l:urlflg the LSPM OARF lesls the inlerference cansed by the 
support struts and tneir effecl en the scagnat:ion l:..ne 
loca.t1on and subsequent founco.in flow musl bp dpterrnncd III 
order lo <lccuralely assess the aircraft's lift system 
per~f:rmo.nce bot.h i:1 and out 0: ground effect. 
The Cl.im or tn.!.s lhes:'..s was to support NASA Am'?s ReseCl.rcn 
(""enter'S planning ff:r LSPM hover test.s :Oar thE AR?l\ spon,;oreu 
(."ommen Afforddblt= ~igbtweight Fighte.: progrdnl. 
Spe~;l.f2.co.:ly, it was a.imed 2lL f:ooducting sma.ll sca.le flow 
v::.suo.l.lZat1cn studies 10 thp Navdl ?ostgraduate SeLool (NPSI 
ground effect test rlq 00 a simpllfled flat-plate 
conf1guratinn repr'Csentatlvp of a gener:..("" Jpt-p[)wered STOV:" 
2l.l:::'erafl in hover T':l".' j".'t-1ndllced ground pffects dIla the 
suppoll Slrul ~r.terf"rence WOle det"rmlIlpd ny oil !:lcw 
techni.que OIl the grnuIld-pldIle. 
The general procedure followed here consists of comparing 
the ground-plane tlow pattern and the stagnation line location 
produced by the model with and without the support struts. 
The two str;;t configurations chosen for this investigation 
were based on the proposed strut locations for the NASA Ames 
OARF tests. Likewise, the seven ground· plane heights and the 
three nozzle pressure ratios selected covered the anticipated 
range of the LSPM testing. 
It lS hoped that the flow visualization data will provide 
crucial input for the design Of ::.he upcoming LSPM testing at 




The major consideration in determining the appropriate 
scale factor was the relative size of the model's jet nozzles 
compared to the LSP:>1 [Ref. 4J. The ex::'t area of the LSPM lift 
fan ''''ws nsed to determine an equivalent diameter. This va}ne ' ... as 
compared to the diameter of the forward nozzle of the mode which 
was one inch. The rear nozzle had a diameter of 1.1 inch. The 
length and wing span of the model were selected to be consifltent 
with the NASA Ames generic configuration. 
2. Nozzles 
The nozzles were designed to provide the required exit 
diameter for the scale factor used. The supply air was fed 
from two inch piping. The nozzles were fabricated to provide 
a flush f'..t w::'th the supply pipe and a sirr.pIe converging 
passws;e from a two-::'nch diameter to a one-inch diameter. 
1\ccess for a pitot tube was provided to ensure accurate 
pressure settings. Schedule 80 steel piping used was rated 
for an air pressure of 300 psi. Appendix A displays the 
nozzle design. 
3 • Kadel CODstruction 
LADC and MD have both developed similar airframes for 
their ASTOVL programs. In order to avoid proprietary 
considerations a generic design was used for this thesis 
study. Characteristics of bath the LADC and the MD airframes 
were combined so that the test madel could be used to 
represent either design. However, since the scale factor was 
determined by the exit area of the lift fan and these areas 
are different for the LADe and Me designs different scale 
factors are required. This necessitates the use of different 
models to represent the LADC or the MD design. An alternative 
approach would be to use the same model but different nozzles. 
A 1/2-inch-thick plexiglass was utilized for the model 
construction with a length of 22.25" and a wing span of 
18.63". Although a beveled edge is considered to produce a 
more accurate representation of the resul ting lift loss [Ref. 
4], it was Dot critical for the qualitative assessment of the 
effects on the ground-plane. A flat plate design with square 
edges was therefore used for ease of construction. The model 
is shown in Figure 4. 
B. SUPPLY AIR 
The high pressure air for the ground-effect test rig was 
supplied from the existing facilities 
Postgraduate School Gas Dynamic Laboratory. 
the Naval 
The facility 
provides 8000 cubic feet of air at 300 psia when both o f its 
compressors are operating. During the test period only one 
compressor was operational providing 150 psia. 
It was necessary to tap into an existing four· inch supply 
line . NASA Ames provided the necessary hardware and assisted 
in the installation . A 4 " x 3" x 4" tee was inserted into the 
existing line to provide a new three-inch supply line, which 
was fitted with a three-inch ga t e valve to act as air supply 
shut off control . A 2" x 3" x 2" tee was installed downstream 
of the gate valve to provide the required two-inch supply 
lines to the nozzles . Two regulator valves were provided for 
10 
independent pressure control to the no z zles . Appendix B s h ows 
the d e sign for the groun d - effect t es t rig displayed in Figu r e 
Figure 5. NPS Ground Effect Test Ri g 
C. GROUND PLANE 
1 . Surface Platf orm 
A 46-inch square wooden frame with aa a l umin um tray 
cemen t ed on top served as the t est surface . The size of the 
test model dictated the relativ e size of the test platform. 
Testing conducted at NASA Ames concluded that the ground hoard 
size need only Ge as large as the mudel since the s"Jction i", 
'::lenec::'ated mainly by the ground: eL beueat:l c:he surface of the 
IT,odel fRef. 3]. inl tia1ly the wooden [ro.me :::ontC1.lned a ~me­
',n:::h border wlth the -J.lumlnum tray recessed below the top of 
t~p border to prevent the oll traIT; run:11ng off the pla.tforr:\. 
This burder WdS Idter remuved when ~t was delernu:1ed tha~ 
there was need to conLo.i:l the oil f:Luw. 
Lif t Mechanism 
In order to eo.si 1 y change lhe heighl of the ground 
r::10.:1e tne Lest sur:ace was placed un a hydrdullc lift Wl111e 
L"1is facilitated varying the helghl of the ground pla:1e it 
also :::omplicaled ~he problem o[ maLIltaininy- a level Flane wILl'. 
the nozzles The lift was designed tor heavy I-Jads; not for 
precise experlme!1c<ll mcasuremc'nts. WE'dgefl were placen undRr 
the test trame to ensure the grour.d plan' was pa,allRl to the 
exit plane of Lhe nozzles. 
STRUTS 
NASA Ames in':'tially prop~lsed a crane/cable model support 
systefl1 to!: the OARF powered-model t:et>ts planned [or l :19: 
ThlS type of system wo.s att::active due to l~e relat ive eo.se ot 
changing heig~Lt> alld non-inteTtercnce Wlth the ground and 
io""mLdin-tlow t0I111ation. An cstlmate ot 18 ITont\1fl to deSlgn, 
blllid and r:he--:kout such a Rystem was considered too expensive 
to pursue. The alterr.atlve approa:::l1 wafl to us,," existlnq 
model strutt> deslgned for the W1 cd tunnel These 
struts would support an overhead frame that the model would be 
suspended from. The crane/cable suspension system and 
proposed support structure are depicted in Appendixes C and D. 
The optimum strut placement of necessity would be a 
compromise between structural support considerations and the 
desired minimum effect on the ground stagnation line and 
ultimate fountain formation. Two main struts and one nose 
strut would be necessary to provide the required support. The 
small scale tests conducted at the NPS Ground-Effect Test Rig 
were specifically tailored to help determine this optimum 
strut placement. 
The struts used in this study were simplified to a 
constant cylindrical shape. scaling was accomplished by 
applying the established scale factor (determined from the 
nozzle considerations) to the circumference of the actual 
struts. Two strut configurations were studied based on the 
proposed strut locations for the NASA Ames OARF tests. 
For the first configuration wooden dowels were used with 
a main strut diameter of 1.44" and a nose strut diameter of 
.375". The actual strut placement at the OARF, which is 
limited by hardware constraints, results in a 50' distance 
between the main struts and a 50' distance from the axis of 
the main struts to the nose strut. The scaled placement of 
the struts is depicted in Figure 6. 
For the second configuration PVC tubing was used for the 
main struts with a diameter of J..92". The same wooden dowel 
13 
from the first configuration, with a diameter of 1.44", was 
used for the nose strut. The OARF strut placement for this 
configuration maintains the same 50' distance from the axis of 
the main struts to the nose strut but increases the distance 
between the main struts to 80'. Additionally, the LSPM is 
moved 6' aft relative to the main strut axis. The scaled 
placement of the struts for this configuration is depicted in 
Figure 7. 
.38" dia 0 
24" 
1.44" dia nu-----'--------o 
!----- 24" ----I 






Figure 7. Strut Pas~tl.on Confl.guration 2. 
T 
24n 
In. BXPERIIIEN'l'AL fROCEDURE 
A. OIL DOT 'l'BCBNIQUE 
1. Composition Of Oil 
The ground-plane flow visualization was accomplished 
by placing a mixture of oil and fluorescent paint pigments on 
the ground plane and allowing the mixture to react to the 
exhaust stream of the model's two jets. The ground flow 
streamline patterns formed clearly delineated where the jet 
flows impinged on the ground plane [Ref. 6]. The use of paint 
pigments to produce different colors provided an excellent 
contrast when comparing the surface streamlines. This 
contrast was further enhanced by the use of ultra violet 
lighting which produced a dramatic effect due to the 
fluorescent nature of the paint pigments. 
For this study standard grade motor oil (Pennzoil 
lOW40) was selected. Additionally, STP Oil Treatment was 
added to the Pennzoil to produce a thicker, more viscous 
solution. The desired consistency was achieved through a 
trial and error process with the preferred mixture having a 
ratio of 5: 1 by volume of motor oil to STP. This produced a 
solution that could be easily applied to the ground plane by 
small squeeze bottles. The eye-dropper sized applicator 
produced a uniform drop of oil that would not spread 
excessively prior to the jets being activated. 
Fluorescent paint pigments were added to t he oi l to 
produce a col ored mixture. Four pigment samples (rocket red, 
aurora pink, b l aze orange and saturn yellow ) were provided by 
the Da y-Glo Color Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio. The exact 
amount of pigment sample required was a subjective decision 
based on the brightness of the colo r desired. For the purpose 
of this experiment two ounces (by vo l ume ) of powdered paint 
p i gment was mixed with e i ght ounces of oil . Mixing was 
accomplished by t he use of a magneti c stirrer . The materials 
used, magne ti c stirrer and oil mixture appl i cator are 
displayed i n Figure B. 
18 
2. Applicat i on 
The oil dot technique was chosen over a brush - type 
application to study the local s urface streamline pattern 
[Ref. 7 1 . In order to produce consis t ent spacing of the oil 
dots on the ground plane a 3/4 "-thick plywood template was 
constructed with l/4 "-diamet er holes drilled 2" apart. The 
template matrix of 17 x 17 holes facilita t ed the rapid and 
evenly spaced dis t ribution of oil dots as shown in Figure 9 . 
Additional dots of oil were p laced i n areas of 
critica l interest; s u ch as in the proximity of the stagnation 
line and around the strut locations . 
1 9 
B. NOZZLE PRESSURE RA'l'IO 
1. 'l'hrUB~ Rat:l.o 
The NPRs were chosen to produce the desired thrust 
ratio between the aft (main) nozzle and the forward (lift) 
nozzle. The thrust ratios were chosen to match the range of 
thrust ratios that will be used for the NASA Ames OARF tests. 
Three thrust ratios, .67, .8 and 1.1, were selected to cover 
this range and the associated nozzle pressure ratios are 
referred to as NPR I, NPR II and NPR III. The method of 
determining the NPR of the nozzles is shown in Appendix E and 
is in accordance with established NASA Ames Research Center 
procedures [Ref. 8]. 
2. Setting The NPR. 
The forward and aft nozzles can be controlled 
independently utilizing separate pressure regulator valves. 
The resul ting pressure can be read from the connected pressure 
gages as shown in Figure 10. These gages were difficult to 
read due to the large scale and did not account for the losses 
associated with the final two 90° bends in the supply air 
piping. In order to obtain a more accurate reading of the 
actual pressure at the nozzle exit a dual set of pressure 
gages with finer resolution were utilized to record the pitot 




C. GRotIND-PLQB: HEIGHT 
1. Specification 
A preferred method of referencing the height of a 
STOVL aircraft above the ground plane is to use the ratio of 
the height of the aircraft to the equivalent diameter of the 
combined exit area of all nozzles (hiDe)' The OARF tests will 
be conducted at hiDe values of 1-J.5. Values of h/De-
J. • .2, 4.6,8,10 and J.5 were chosen to match the OARF range of 
study. The lowest value of hiDe corresponds to the lowest 
height that the LADe model will be tested at with its four-
foot gear height. The high value of hiDe is at the edge of 
the ground effect height. 
2. Setting 'l'he Height 
Prior to making any height settings the lift mechanism 
was raised in order to trace the outline of the model on the 
ground plane. This provided an ideal reference frame for all 
measurements. Once the model had been traced the lift was 
lowered in order to place the oil dots on the ground plane 
using the plywood template as a guide. The ground plane was 
then raised to just below the model surface to ensure the 
alignment with the traced outline was still valid. Minor 
adjustments to the positioning of the ground plane could be 
made if required. At this time the ground plane was lowered 
by the hydraulic lift to the appropriate distance. 
Measurements were made from both wingtips, both canards and 
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from the nose of the model to the ground plane to ensure that 
the model was in fact level with the ground plane. Small 
wooden wedges were positioned between the lift tray and the 
underside of the ground plane to correct any deviations to the 
level plane of the nozzle exit area. 
At the conclusion of the nozzle run (lasting approximately 
five minutes) the distances from the wings, canards and nose 
were again measured to ensure that the ground plane had not 
shifted during the experiment. 
D. PHOTOGRAPHY 
This study was conducted in order to determine the effect 
the strut placement would have on the formation of the ground 
stagnation line. In order to have visual documentation of the 
results photographs were taken at the completion of all test 
runs and are displayed in Appendix F _ A Nikon F3 camera with 
a 35-105 rom lens was used. The ground plane was lowered to a 
minimum lift height for all photographs producing a focal 
length of five feet. Two sets of photos were taken; one using 
normal overhead lighting and the ather utilizing twa 115V 2Amp 
portable ultraviolet lights. 
The camera was mounted an a tripod placed at the front of 
the ground-plane test platform. This resulted in an angled 
overhead view providing excellent perspective to the 
stagnation line formation. The camera required manual 
focusing but was equipped with an auto-exposure feature that 
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adjusted the shutter speed to the selected aperture opening of 
f5. 8. Black and white ASA 400 film was used. 
Color photographs of selected runs were obtained using a 
Minolta 5000i Maxima camera with a 50/1.4 mm lens. This 
camera featured both auto-focus and auto-exposure functions 
and was tripod mounted resulting in a focal length of six 
feet. Color ASA 400 film was used. 
E. MEAStJREMENTS 
The primary method of comparing the test results was 
through the photographic record of all test 
Measurements were taken to quantify the visual results, as 
shown in Figure 12. 
A stagnation point forms on the ground plane where the 
wall-jet velocities of the forward and rear nozzles cancel 
each other. The dividing streamline that passes through the 
stagnation point marking the wall-jet boundaries on either 
side is called the stagnation streamline, or stagnation line 
for short. The nose of the model was used as a reference 
point and the distance to the stagnation point was measured 
for all test runs. 
The radius of curvature of the stagnation line varies 
along the line and changes with the different test conditions. 
In order to quantify this result two additional measurements 
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Pigure 12. Measurements of Ground Stagnation Line 
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were taken. (i)The distance from the forward part of the wing 
tip to the intersection of the stagnation line with the wing 
line was measured. The perpendicular distance (bsinO in 
Fig .12) from the wingtip line to the intersection of the 
stagnation line with the wing line was used for comparative 
analysis. Negative values for the measurements indicate 
that the stagnation line is aft of the forward part of the 
wingtip. The distance for the negative values is measured 
from the forward part of the wingtip aft along the wingline to 
the intersection of the stagnation line. (ii)The distance 
from the center of the strut position to the stagnation line 
was also measured. 
Once the final measurements were taken the ground plane 
was cleaned with a paint thinner solution. The experimental 
procedure was then repeated for the next hIDe setting. Tables 
1-9, Appendix G, list all the measurements made on the ground-
plane. A detailed experimental procedure is outlined in 
Appendix H. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISC'O'SSION 
A. BXPBRIXEHTAL ACClJRACY 
1. Measurements 
The ground-plane measurements were made with a tape 
measure having 1/16" graduations. The exact location of the 
stagnation line was a subjective decision due to the lis" 
width of the line. The measurements taken from the traced 
outline of the model on the ground plane induced minor 
inaccuracies. Additionally, the stagnation point was not well 
defined at the ground-plane height of 22.25" (hiDe = 15). The 
measurement error was estimated to be ± 1/16". 
2. Test Conditions 
In order to compare the test resul ts between the 
various strut configurations it was necessary to reproduce the 
test conditions. The setting of the NPR's, adjustment of the 
ground-plane height and orientation of the jet exit-plane were 
critical factors. While every effort was made to reproduce 
these parameters small variations 




To assess the repeatability of the test data two 
independent experimental runs, utilizing the same test 
conditions, were compared. The test condition corresponding 
to NPR I, with no struts, was selected for the comparison. 
The results are discussed below: 
1. Stagnation Point Ileasuraments 
The results of stagnation point measurements for two 
runs are displayed in Figure 13. The distances from the nose 
of the model to the stagnation point were, on the average, 
1/8" different for the two runs. The maximum difference was 
1/4" at a ground-plane height of 3" (hiDe'" 2). The 
difference at each of the heights 9". 12" and 15" (hiDe '" 
6,8,10) was only 1/16". 
:11. Stagnation Line to Wingtip Measurements 
Figure 14 displays these results for two identical 
runs. The existence of an asymmetric flow pattern. which is 
discussed in Appendix I. required the right and left 
measurements to be compared separately. The overall average 
difference in the measurements between the two runs was 
. 201" . The average difference in the computed perpendicular 
distance to the wingtip line (bsine. Figure 12) was .123 n • 
The maximum measured difference was 5/16" at a ground-plane 
height of 6" (hiDe = 4) for the left wing. 
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-Figure 14. Repeatab i lity of Stagnation Line to Wi ng t i p 
Measurements 
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3. Stagnation Line to Strut .aaauramenta 
The results of these measurements for twa runs are 
displayed in Figure l5. While the comparative test runs did 
not include struts, the distance from the center of the 
proposed strut location for configuration 1 was still 
measured. The maximum difference in the measurement between 
the twa test runs was 7/16~ at a ground-plane height of 9" 
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Pigure 15. Repeatability of Stagnation Line to Strut 
Measurements 
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C. GROUND-PLANE PLOW PIELD VISUALIZATION 
Predictions of the location of the ground-plane stagnation 
line utilizing a computer program based on the ~Momentum Flux 
Density Method~ have proven to be quite reasonable [Ref. 9]. 
However, extension of 2-D potential methods to 3-D flow fields 
to predict ground effects and strut interference is quite a 
challenging task. By studying the photographic records of the 
test results (see Appendix F) the effects of ground-plane 
height, NPR and strut location on the stagnation line can be 
visibly seen. Of particular note is the marked change in the 
geometric pattern that develops from increasing the hiDe 
value. This effect can be clearly seen in an examination of 
NPR II over the range of heights studied. The stagnation line 
transitions from an initial convex orientation (with respect 
to the model nose) at the lower heights to a concave 
orientation at the upper heights. 
A similar geometric shift in the ground stagnation line 
was produced by the addition of struts. This effect is 
clearly documented for NPR II at a ground-plane height of 3" 
(hiDe - 2). An initial convex orientation was shifted to a 
concave pattern when strut configuration 1 was included 
In many instances the shift in the ground-plane flow 
pattern was very subtle. The effects of the ground-plane 
height, NPR and strut configuration on the ground-plane 
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stagnation line were examined by quantifying the location of 
the stagnation line. These effects are discussed in the 
following sections. 
D. STAGNATION POINT LOCATION 
The placement of struts on the ground plane produced a 
definite aft shift of the stagnation point for all NPR's and 
both strut configurations. In most cases the shift was less 
than the maximum scatter of .2S~ observed during the 
repeatability analysis. As would be expected the aft shift 
became less pronounced as the NPR's were increased due to the 
increased thrust from the rear nozzle. A detailed analysis of 
the results for each NPR is given below: 
1. NPR I (Thrust Ratio .67) 
Figure :1.6 displays the results for NPR I, with and 
without struts. The average aft shift when compared to run 1 
for strut configuration :1. was .20SR while the average aft 
shift for configuration 2 was .196". The difference in the 
shift between the two configurations was less than 1/16 n • If 
these aft shifts were compared to run 2, which was taken for 
the repeatability analysis, the shifts would be .080" and 
.07P for configurations 1 and 2 respectively. These shifts, 










Figure 17 . Stagnation Point Location for NPR II 
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2. NPR II (Thrust Ratio .8) 
The results from the comparison between no struts and 
configuration 1 were very similar to the NPR I case and are 
displayed in Figure 17. Strut configuration 2 was not tested 
for this NPR. A definite. consistent aft shift was detected 
over the entire range of ground-plane heights but the 
magnitude of the shift was within the experimental 
uncertainty. An average shift of .188 M was observed with the 
largest shift of .375 ft occuring at a height of 9" (hiDe = 6). 
3. NPR III ('l'hrust Rat:lo 1.1) 
NPR III produced the smallest aft shift in the 
stagnation point location and the results are displayed in 
Figure 18. Strut configuration 1 produced an average shift 
of .107" while configuration 2 produced a shift of .063". The 
aft shift of the stagnation line was very small for both strut 
configurations with the largest shift of .25" occuring at 1.5" 
and 22.25" (hiDe = 1,15). The shifts for the intermediate 
heights were much smaller. While the aft shift for strut 
configuration 2 was less than that for configuration 1 the 
magnitude of the shift for both configurations was within the 
experimental scatter, precluding any conclusions from being 
drawn. 
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Figure 18. Stagnation Point Location far NPR III 
B. WINGLlNE.AND STAGNATION LDm IH'l'ERSECTION 
The intersection of the stagnation line with the wingline 
displays the same aft-shift trend as the stagnation point when 
the struts are added to the ground plane. Again, due to the 
asymmetry, the left and right intersections were analyzed 
separately. The computed perpendicular distance, b sine, 
behaves in a linear fashion both fore and aft of the wingtip 
line. For this reason it was used for comparison vice the 
actual measured distance along the wingline to the stagnation 
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line intersection. Due to the 30° sweep of the model wingline 
the value b sinO equates to b/2 making for a simp l e 
calculation . As explained in Chapter III, Section E, when the 
stagnation line forms aft of the forward part of the wingtip 
( 0 '" _90° ) b sinO equates to - b . Again, as expected , the aft 
shift became less pronounced as the NPR was increased due to 
the increased value of the rear nozzle thrust. A detailed 
analysis for each NPR is given below: 
1. NPR I (Thrust Ratio .67) 
The aft shift of the perpendicular distance of the 
stagnation line intersection to wingtip distance (b sinO) is 
displayed in Figures 19 and 20 for the left and r ig h t wings, 
respectively. The shift was more pronounced for the left wing 
than for the right wing for both strut configurations. Also, 
the left intersection behaved as expected with the shift being 
more pronounced for s t rut configuration 1. which was closer to 
the model , than configuration 2 . The results for the right 
wing indicated that t.he shift. was slightly more pronounced for 
stru t configuration 2 . The difference bet.ween the shifts for 
the t.wo configurations was only an average of .058" for the 
right wing . This was less t.han the experimental scatter. The 
effects of the asyrnet.ric flow and t.he scatter in t he data are 
suspected to be the source of apparent inconsistent results 
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Figure 23 StClgnat=-cn IJlre I:1terseCLion to wingtip 
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F. STAGNATION LINE TO STRUT DISTANCE 
This distance was measured for the no strut configuration 
and strut configuration 1 to provide an additional reference 
point to compare the effect of the strut placement on the 
curvature of the stagnation line. Since the strut placement 
was different for strut configuration 2 the comparative value 
of such a measurement was not considered relevant and was, 
therefore, not taken. It was noted before (see Sections D & 
E) that the average aft shift for the nose and wingtip 
measurements decreased as the NPR was increased. This trend 
did not hold true for the stagnation line to strut 
measurements. Despite the fact that the rear nozzle produced 
more thrust as the NPR was increased from I to III the effect 
of the strut was strong enough to overcome the expected 
forward movement of the stagnation line caused by the 
increased thrust. A detailed analysis of the stagnation line 
to strut measurements is presented below: 
1. NPR I (Thrust Ratio .67) 
The aft shift was more pronounced for the lower 
ground-plane heights and is displayed in Figures 25 and 26 for 
the left and right struts, respectively. The average shift 
for both struts was .521" over the first three ground-plane 
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Figure 26. Stagnation Line to Strut Distance for NPR I 
(Right Strut) 
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heights of 1.5", 3.0" and 6.0" (hiDe - 1,2,4). Above this 
height the shift was inside the experimental uncertainty, 
excepting the measurement for the 22.25" height (hiDe = 15) 
for the right strut. 
2. NPR II ('l'hrust. Ratio .8) 
The aft shift was fairly constant over the entire 
range of ground-plane heights and is displayed in Figures 27 
and 28 for the left and right struts, respectively. The 
average shift was .464" for the left strut and .438- for the 
right strut with a maximum shift of .938" for the right strut 
at a ground-plane height of 9" (hiDe" 6). 
3. NPR III ('l'hrust. Ratio l.l) 
The aft shift is displayed in Figures 29 and 30 for 
the left and right struts, respectively. The aft shift for 
the left strut remained fairly constant over the entire range 
of ground-plane heights with an average value of .732". The 
shift for the right strut was not as pronounced and tapered 
off to values below the experimental uncertainty for ground-











Figure 28. Stagnation Line to Strut Distance for NPR II 
(Right Strut) 
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Figure 30. Stagnation Line to Strut Distance for NPR III 
(Right Strut) 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RBCOlINENDA'l'IOHS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
At the request of NASA Ames Research Center, an 
experimental investigation of the ground· plane flow field 
generated by a STOVL aircraft in hover was conducted to 
evaluate the support-strut interference on the formation of 
the ground-plane stagnation line. An oil-flow visualization 
study was conducted to make a relative assessment Of the 
aerodynamic interference of two proposed support-strut 
configurations. 
1. Small-Scale Kodel 
The location of the stagnation line was found to shift 
when dowels simulating support struts were placed in the 
vicinity of the model. The ground-plane streamlines produced 
by the the two jets were forced to alter their path due to the 
presence of the struts. The resulting ground stagnation 
streamline location reflected the combined shift of the 
contributing streamlines of the two jets as they opposed each 
other. Table 10 summarizes the experimental data showing the 
average aft shift of the stagnation line, by strut 
configuration, for each of the three NPRs. The aft shift 
quoted is the average value taken over all the ground-plane 
heights tested. 
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TABLE 10: AVERAGE AFT SHIFT OF STAGNATION LINE DUE TO STRUTS 
DISTANCE SCATTER STRUT NPR I NPR II NPR III 
MEASURED BAND CONFIG 
STAG. 
.125 STRT 1 .205 .188 .107 
POINT STRT 2 .196 .063 
WINGLINE STRT 1 .429/ .205 .303/ .268 .344/.103 
(bsine) .123 STRT 2 .295/ .263 .058/ .129 
LW/RW 
STRUT 
.214 STRT 1 .268/.373 .464/ .438 .732/ .268 
LW/RW 
(ALL MEASUREMENTS I INCHES 
The shift in the stagnation point was slightly more 
pronounced for strut configuration 1. However, the difference 
in the shifts between the two configurations was less than the 
experimental uncertainty in most cases making a definitive 
conclusion difficult. The trends in the stagnation line did 
suggest that the closer proximity of strut configuration 1 did 
in fact have a greater influence on the stagnation line shift. 
2. NASA Ames LSPII OAR.!' Implications 
The experimental results scaled for the LSPM are 
displayed in Table 11. Again the difference between the shift 
of the stagnation line is so small that one strut 
configuration cannot be assumed to be less disruptive than the 
other. 
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TABLE 11: AVERAGE AFT SHIFT OF STAGNATION LINE SCALED TO LSPM 
DISTANCE SCATTER STRUT NPR I NPR II NPR III 
MEASURED 8ANI) CONFIG 
STAG. 3.00 STRT 1 5.13 4.70 2.68 
POINT STRT 2 4.90 loS8 
WINGLlNE STRT 1 7.93 7.14 5.59 
(bsine) 2.95 STRT 2 6.98 2.34 
AVE 
STRUT 5.14 STRT 1 8.01 llo28 12.50 
AVE 
ALL SCALED VALUES IN INCHES) 
The decision to use strut configuration 2 has been 
made by NASA lunes. This decision was based on structural 
support considerations and the increased capability to handle 
models of different size. The results of this study confirmed 
their belief that nothing would be lost by choosing the wider 
strut configuration and there would be no unforeseen strut 
interference with the ground-plane stagnation line. In fact, 
the more pronounced, undesirable stagnation line shift around 
the wingtip due to the closer proximity of strut configuration 
1 to the model, would be reduced by utilizing strut 
configuration 2. Additionally, the forces experienced by the 
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support struts will be less, which is desirable because of the 
multitude of control cables and electrical wiring in this 
B. RBCOIDIBNDATIONS 
1. Experimental Apparatus 
The existing facilities can be improved to increase 
the level of precision, accuracy and repeatability of test 
conditions for the NPS Ground Bffect Test Rig. The following 
recommendations are based on the procedures developed for this 
investigation: 
a. Acquire a dedicated lift mechanism with a self-leveling 
feature that can be precisely set to the desired ground-
plane height. 
b. Attempt to eliminate the undesired swirl which is 
imparted to the jet flow by the supply piping. This 
will minimize the asynunetry in the jet stream. 
Purchase a 35-105 mm zoom lens for the Minolta 5000i 
Maxima camera to capture the entire ground plane in the 
field of view. 
2. Experimental Procedure 
Ideally a large sample of test runs should be 
conducted at different NPRs so that a meaningful statistical 
analysis could be performed on the repeatability of the test 
conditions. Due to time constraints only one NPR was checked 
for repeatability with only two sets of data for comparison. 
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Additional testing to further investigate the 
interaction between the stagnation line location and the strut 
placement on the formation of the fountain flow and the 
resulting forces experienced by the model is called for. 
Visualization of fountain formation using water-spray 
injection technique is strongly recommended. To fully 
understand the forces involved it would be desirable to have 
pressure measurements on both the underside of the model and 
the ground plane. 
The turbulent flow field generated around the wingtips 
of the model is another area of concern that calls for a full 
understanding of support strut interference effects. A LDV 
study is currently being conducted as a follow-on thesis 
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Figure 31. 1" Nozzle Design 
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APPENDIX B 
GROUND - EFFECT TEST RIG DESIGN 
Figure 32. Ground-Effect Test Rig Design 
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APPENDIX C 
GANTRY CRANE WITH MODEL SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
°l----------~~===_------i~ 
J L 
Figure 32. NA.SA A.mes OARF Suspension System 
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APPRNDIX D 







NOZZLE PRESSlJRB RATIO CALctJLATIOHS 
T Thrust 
m Mass Flow Rate 
V velocity 
P e Exi t Pressure 




speed of Sound a= (-yRT) 1/2 
Diameter (inches) 
Pt stagnation Pres (psi) 
Gas Constant Temperature 
TA/TF Thrust Aft Nozzle/Thrust Forward Nozzle (Thrust Ratio) 
THRUST EQUATION T = mV + (Pe - Pa)A 
For underexpanded nozzle Pe= Pa 
T = mV = pAV2 = (Pe/Rt)A(aM) 2 = (Pe/Rt)A(yRT)M2 = PeA-YW 
HPll I (THRUST RATIO fi7) 
NOZZLE NPR D M 
Forward 1.624 1.0 23.9 .863 
Aft 1. 323 1.1 1.9.4 .642 
TA/TF = (PeA:yM2) AI (PeA-yM2 )F "" (D2M2)A/(D2M2)F 
TA/TF = (1.1)2(.642)2/(.863)2 = .67 
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lOR n {TlmUST RATtO 81 
NOZZLE NPR D 
Forward 1.624 1.0 23.9 .863 
Aft 1. 389 1.1 20.4 .702 
TA/Tp "" (PeA'Y~)A/(PeA'YM2)p _ (D2M2) AI (D2M2)p 
TA/Tp'" {1.1)2('702)2/('863)2 = .8 
NPR In ('1'BRUST RATIO l..l.l 
NOZZLE NPR 
Forward 1.62l 1.0 23.9 .863 
Aft 1.560 1.1 22.9 .823 
TA/Tp "" (PeA'YM2)AI (PeA'YW:) p - (n2M2) AI (D2M2) F 
TA/TF"" (1.1)2(.823)2/(.863)2"" 1.1 
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APPENDIX F 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF TEST RUNS 















IV. NPR I I NO STRUTS 
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Figure 58 . NPR I I , Ground-Plane Heigh t 9.0~ 
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VII. NPR III STRUT CONFIGURATION 1. 
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Figu re- al . NPR III, Ground - Plane He i gh t 15. 0 " 
VIII. NPR III STRUT CONFIGURATION 2 







NPR I NO STRUTS STAGNATION LINE MEASUREMENTS (RUN 1) 
HEIGHT 3.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 22.25 
NOSE 15.56 69 15.94 16 .00 15.94 
LWING 1.50 0.00 -0.50 -0.13 -0.25 
RWING 2.25 1.50 0.63 0 00 0.88 
LSTRUT 3_25 1. 75 2.00 1. 38 1. 63 1. 56 
RSTRUT 3.38 1. 75 2.38 2.44 
,ALl.> MEASUREMENTS IN INCHES, 
TABLE 2; NPR I NO STRUTS STAGNATION LINE MEASUREMENTS (RUN 2) 
HEIGHT 3.0 6.0 9.0 12 .0 22.25 
NOSE 15.88 81 15 81 16 00 16 06 16 13 
LWING 1. 75 1. 75 0.31 -0.13 -0.13 -0.25 
RWING 2.00 1. 13 0.81 0.25 0.63 
1 
RSTRUT 3.13 2.25 2.56 2.31 2.13 2.13 
I 
2.H 
(ALL MEASUREMENTS IN INCHES) 
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Tl\BL2 .0: NPR II NO S':'RlJTS STAGNATION L:NE MEASUR2M3NTS 
6.G 





19 I '.88 I 3.25 










1.':. 75 1 1 '0.7'0 
0.50 10 
1. SC :2.00 
2.3:;' 2.1S 
2.88 
NPR IJT NO STRUTS STAGNATION L:NE MEAS"J!<EM"NT~ 
HETGHT I 1.5 .0.0 6.0! g.O :;'2.0 J 15.0 22 
NOSE 114.88 1481 15.00.J 15 C6 1:;.06! 1':>.12. ! 1'0.94 
f----+-----l- ---j--~-_j__---+---t__-___ll 
::::: : ::: ::: ::: I ::: ;:: I 3:: ~:: 
LS'TRU'l 6 1", 
RS':'RUT I 6 C6 I I ::: I ::: I ::: I ::: ::: II 5.63 
AL:'" MEASTIREMENTS IN INCHES) 
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TABLE 5; S'::'R:'}T CON? It;URATION 1 MEASUREMENTS 
'J.O 15.0 
NOSE EO 85 1606 16 16 13 
:.Jfl-:-NC: 1. CO 0.50 55 
1.00 C . 7~ 0 . .34 
.50 1 . .34 1.51j 
RSTRUT )..00 /.50 .2S 1. 88 
(ALL MEASUREMENTS IN INCl-lES) 
rA3:"E 6: S'::'RU'::' CON?IGURATTON 1 MEASUk:'.,M~N roS 
.75 
15.6:, 1:;.56 
. d ~ 
LWING 2.38 0.7r.. O.l'O 
RWING 2 75 2.2-:' 1.-:'0 , 31 1.G.3 
LS'I'I<.U'I 2.69 2.25 ).<:;0 1.88 1.0!1 
.d8 .3 . .31 
i 
2. (3 2.')6 81 
ALL MI, r.SlJkHMEN'::'S IN INCHES) 
NPR III STRUT CONFIGURATION 1 MEASUREMENTS 
HEIGH'=' I 1.5 3.0 9.0 12.0 15 0 
~~ 88 00 15 OC 15.1, 15.25 15.19 
LWING I 4 C6
1 
3.50 ,.1.3 2.34 2.75 2.88 
RTtJING 4.50 ]8 3.7'1 
I 
56 3.50 3.50 
LSTRUT I 5.50 5.00 4.31 4.25 I IS .50 
II RSTRUT I 4.::;C 4.44 I 4.25 4.1.3 4.19 
'P.LL Mr.ASUREMENTS IN ::::NCHES) 
N[lR I STRUT CONF'::C:URATION 2 MEASUREMENTS 
~::' '00 ~TNG 131 
:ALL MEASUREV-EN':'S IN INCHES) 







A. Ensure all valves are secured. 
B. :::nform lab persor.nel thdL the air supply wlll be 
turr.ed oro. 
Er:ergl7e Motor Operated Valve IMOV) Ci.I·CUlt br<=aker. 
CJ. /l.ct~vate MOV oper. switch and obse;vp grf'en light. 
TtJe red I ight remains or. whlle the valve lS moving. 
When the red light extinguishes the valve is fu11y 
opE-no 
F.. Check pressure gage for ava i labl e pressc:.re. 
J:;.. NPt<. Select ion 
A. Lower ground pi ane a,.;ay from the nozzles. 
8 Set the ca1lbrat.ion mar:.;:ers on the Pl/p:;: pressc:.re 
gil.Jes. 
C. Ensure dll lab persor.nel have approprl.ate hear1.ncT 
prot eC""l ion. 
-:J. Open tr-Cl.in shut-off valve. 
E. Adjust NPRs wlth indlvldudl noz7le pressurE' regulator 
valve. 
F. Secure dir wilh main Shul-of" valve. 
Ground-Plane Preparation 
A. Clean ground plane with paint thinner solution. 
B. Trace outline of model on ground plane. 
C. Lower ground plane for oil dot application. 
~. Place oil dot template on ground plane. 
2. Apply oil dots with small squeeze bottle 
applicator. 
3. Remove template and apply additional oil dots 
in the region of interest. 
D. Raise ground plane to model height to 
alignment of traced outline is still valid. 
IV. Setting Ground-Plane Height 
A. Lower ground plane to desired height. 
B. Measure distance to ground plane at both wingtips. 
canard tips and nose to ensure level jet exit plane. 
C. Apply wedges as necessary to obtain level ground 
plane. 
V. Performing Jet Nozzle Test Run 
A. Ensure all lab personnel have appropriate hearing 
protection. 
B. Open main shut-off valve. 
C. Monitor pressure gages and adjust as necessary. 
D. Secure main shut-off valve when oil has dispersed to 
desired limits. {Approximately five minutes.) 
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VI. Data Collection and Photography 
A. Measure ground-plane height to ensure hydraulic lift 
has maintained a constant height_ 
B. Lower ground plane and take required photographs. 
C. Take measurements utilizing traced outline of model. 
VII. Additional Runs 
A. Check supply-air pressure to ensure sufficient air 
remains for next run. 
B. Repeat instructions II to VI for additional 
VIII. Securing Supply Air 
A. Inform lab personnel that the supply air will be 
secured. 
B. Activate close switch for the MOV. Observe red 
light while valve is closing. The green light extin-
guishes when the valve is completely closed. 
C. Secure MOV circuit breaker. 
D. Ensure lab personnel have appropriate hearing 
protect ion. 
B. Purge system by opening main shut-off valve. 
F. Close main shut-off valve when air flow stops. 
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APPENDIX I 
ASYMMETRY OF GROUND - PLANE FLOW FIELD 
A. DESCRIPTION 
Du'C' to ~he symrretric constIuctiO:l of the node: It was 
exp""cted ~hal U1~ LJ.L"our.d stas-nation line would De syrmpf'tTlr 
with I'C'Sp""ct to the nose l')-lcti=- blsect:'-or. Ilne. .I!, close 
F'xaminat:'-cn of llle photoSl'aphs (App,='odi x F and 
medS.1rEmE~lts (Tables 1 9) Tevn0 san il.symmetr·:,-c pattern to the 
0syrrmp-r.-y can b,= lTIddc by comparing ~he plots 0: bsiIlI' versus 
The asymrpet::::iC' 'C'ffeet 
C)bserv~d for NPR I 1," dl,"played ::-0 Fl'::lLLrceo; It shoL.ld 
n,t'C'd that t::1e dsymmC'Ll:y was preser.t fOl' 01=-1 NPR's, with 
aliO wJ.tLuut Sl.L"~lts, ar.d for 01- h/D",. 
- T--
,- ~- ~ 
e 10 12 
""" I F"i-=guc:r::.:-,"'O;-.-'S;-;,C:a"'gn::-:a"'t"'w=n:-J;-:.,C::n"e-;AC:,=yrnm=. :::eOCt r:Cy'-fO:o=rCCN"'p;;;,""Tc-7; -;:N:::O""S;;:tCCn""~s 
-40 -
r "'--____ LWlNG _~~GI 




Figure 9~. Sl"a,}natlon T,ine Ac;yrrunetry for NPR = / 
NPR 1/!mII1TS 2 
~.+-\---~------------------~== i .t-----I------'o.-~"--------~=___ 
!~_I___-~~__:iV'~==="----
Figure 92. stagnation Line Asymmetry for NPR II/ Struts 2 
B. CAUSE 
Every effort was made to remove any possible cause af the 
resulting asymmetry. Initially the following external factors 
were suspected to cause the asymmetry: 
1. Lift Mechanism 
The hydraulic lift mechanism was positioned on three 
of the four sides of the ground-plane. The relative position 
of the hydraulic lift had no apparent effect on the asymmetry 
of the ground-plane flow field. 
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2 • Ground Plane Border 
The ground plane initially included a one-inch 
vertical border that was designed to contain the flow of oil. 
This border was 23 inches from the centerline of the 46 inch 
square test bed. The removal of the border had no effect on 
the asymmetry of the ground-plane flow field. 
3. Nozzle bit Plane 
To ensure that the nozzle exit plane was in fact 
parallel to the ground plane measurements were taken on both 
sides of the wingtips and the canards. These measurements 
were taken before and after the test run to ensure that the 
exi t plane remained parallel to the ground plane. 
4 • Model Reference 
The model was traced on the ground plane prior to each 
To ensure that the traced outline remained aligned with 
the model when the ground plane was lowered a plwnb line was 
used from the corners of each wingtip and canard. No 
misalignment was detected due to the lowering of the ground 
plane. 
By systematically eliminating the external cause factors 
the asymmetric flow field was attributed to the internal flow 
of the supply air. While no attempt was made to isolate the 
cause factor it was suspected that the design of the supply 
air piping with its multiple 900 bends, valves, reducers, etc. 
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introduced an undesirable swirl to the jet nozzles that 
manifested itself in the asymmetric nature of the ground-plane 
flow field. Since this asymmetry was present for all runs it 
effectively resulted in different nozzle exhaust 
characteristics for the left and right sides of the model. 
The resu1 ts are acceptable as long as comparisons are made 
only between the left or the right side of the model. Note 
that the effect of asymmetry on the stagnation point itself is 
minimal. 
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